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The optoelectronic behaviour of carbon nanoparticles:
evidence of the importance of the outer carbon shell†

Gabriela Marzari,a Gustavo M. Morales,*a M. Sergio Moreno,b D. I. Garcia-Gutierrezc

and Fernando Fungo*a

The particular properties of carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) have generated great interest in biomedicine,

bioanalysis and optoelectronics. However, an association between the CNPs' physicochemical properties

with their molecular and morphological characteristics is, even today, a topic of discussion. In this work,

we use a simple method of synthesis with the ultimate aim of elucidating the structural nature of the

obtained CNPs and its relationship with their well-known fluorescent properties. The sample is studied

by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS),

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), UV-visible and IR spectroscopy, electrochemistry and

electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL). The results showed that the nanoparticles are constituted by

a graphitic core surrounded by an amorphous layer, which seems to be significant in the determination

of the optical and electronic properties observed in the system under study.
1 Introduction

Carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) are among the latest discovered
nanoparticles of a single element. Xu et al. in 2004 reported the
nding of uorescent carbon particles as impurities of a single-
walled carbon nanotube synthesis.1 Since then, there has been
an increasing interest in these materials, in view of their unique
properties.2 It is possible to synthesize carbon nanoparticles
through simple synthetic routes that allow obtaining particles
with a variety of properties: different solubility capabilities
(water–organic solvent), different sizes and forms, different
surface functionalities and tunable optoelectronic properties in
the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.2 All of these
properties converging in a unique material have generated
considerable interest in biomedical, bioanalytical, energy
conversion and optoelectronic areas due to its good compati-
bility with living tissues and potential use in real applications.
Along this line, application examples have been reported in
photocatalysis,3 organic light emitting devices,4 metal ion and
gas sensors5 and bioimaging.6

Carbon nanoparticles typically show strong optical absorp-
tion in the UV region, with a tail extending out into the visible
range and a peculiar light emission behaviour, which has not
been observed in other nanoparticles.2 Also, CNPs are
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electrochemically active showing electron donor and acceptor
capabilities and they are electrochemiluminescent.2 However,
although there are many studies dealing with the physico-
chemical properties of carbon nanoparticles, the origin of the
observed optoelectronic behaviour is even today a topic of
discussion.

The origin of the photophysical properties of carbon nano-
particles has been assigned to several reasons in the literature:
optical selection of differently sized nanoparticles (quantum
effect),2,3 defects and surface states,7 surface groups,6 surface
passivation,2 uorophores with different degrees of p conjuga-
tion,8,9 recombination of electron–hole pairs localized within
small sp2 carbon clusters embedded within a sp3 matrix,10 and
free zigzag sites with a carbene-like triplet ground state.11 More
recently, it has been proposed that clusters of few aromatic
rings with large enough gaps embedded by the sp3 carbon
matrix are responsible for the optical properties of graphene
oxide.12 Studies performed on graphene ribbon-like systems
associated the optical behaviour with edge related phenomena
(zigzag and armchair-edge forms, and edge chemical function-
alization) and active quantum dots with semiconducting
behaviour induced by quantum connement.10,14 Keeping in
mind the vastness and complexity of the organic chemistry, it is
a real challenge to establish the quantum connement effect on
the carbon material properties when they are led to the nano-
metric scale.

In the present work, a study of hydrophobic carbon nano-
particles obtained by a well-known synthetic procedure,15 fol-
lowed by a careful separation method is reported. The
purication processes were designed to separate the particles
based on their surface chemistry and not by their size or shape,
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7977–7983 | 7977
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producing particles with the fewest number of surface func-
tional groups possible. The relationship between the structure
of the carbon nanoparticles and their optoelectronic properties
was investigated through an integral study comprising struc-
tural characterization, and analysis of electrochemical, photo-
chemical and electrogenerated chemiluminescence behaviour.

2 Experimental section

Carbon nanoparticles were synthesized by modication of the
citrate route described by Giannelis.15,16 The solid dark-brown
product obtained aer calcination was ultrasonicated in dry
tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 30 minutes; then the solids were
removed by ltration and washed with THF. The ltrate and
washings were combined and vacuum-dried in a rotary evapo-
rator at 45 �C to total dryness (yield 93%). The carbogenic
extract was nally separated by column chromatography
developed with dichloromethane (see ESI† for full experimental
details about the synthesis and characterization of CNPs).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Transmission electron microscopy

The formation of CNPs was rst established by High-Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) measurements.
Fig. 1 shows representative TEM images where the typical
distribution of the carbonaceous nanostructures on the grid can
be observed. Examples of agglomerates of the puried carbon
particles at low magnication are shown in Fig. 1a and b. Even
at such low resolution it is possible to realize that the agglom-
erates are constituted by objects with different morphologies.

With the purpose of providing a more detailed character-
ization of the nanoparticles, HRTEM images of individual CNPs
were analyzed. Fig. 1c–e present HRTEM images of represen-
tative individual CNPs. A general and careful observation allows
concluding that the CNPs have a broad distribution in both size
and shape, as can be seen in Fig. 1c–e (for more images of
representative CNPs see Fig. S1, ESI†). The CNPs have sizes
Fig. 1 Representative TEM images of the synthesized CNPs at (a and b) low and
(c–e) high-resolution showing different forms and sizes (c and d) and variations
within a particular form (d–e).
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smaller than 50 nm on average and a graphitic structure with
variable shapes, e.g. polyhedral shells, tubes, horns and onions.
Due to the broad dispersion in sizes and shapes, it is difficult to
obtain a size distribution from TEMmeasurements; attempts to
obtain it by a bulk technique such as dynamic light scattering
failed because of the strong uorescence emission of the
CNP sample.

The observed structures in the TEM images are similar to
other carbonaceous materials obtained by other methods.17–28

High-magnication images revealed that the nanoparticles
have a graphitic crystalline core surrounded by an amorphous
layer. This is observed in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (see
Fig. S2, ESI†) revealing the lack of order within the amorphous
shell and the appearance of order in the crystalline core as
indicated by the presence of reections. The core has a graphitic
hollow structure, which may present some degree of disorder in
the stacking. Its thickness varies even within the same nano-
particle, not being higher than 35 carbon layers. The interlayer
spacing is approximately 3.5 Å, which is close to that of the (002)
planes of graphite. Variations within each morphology can be
found as shown in Fig. 1d–e (and Fig. S1, ESI†), where onion-
like particles with an elongated, circular shape or a drop-like
shape are observed. The amorphous outer layer approximately
mimics the shape of the graphitic component, with a variable
local thickness, not being concentric with it, in most cases.
These results support the idea of the difference in the type of
hybridization presented by the carbon atoms in different
regions of the CNPs.
3.2 Spectroscopic characterization

The FTIR spectroscopy was utilized to follow the evolution of
the precursor during the thermal treatment and to characterize
the puried particles, over the frequency range 4000–700 cm�1

(Fig. S3, ESI†). The most important change in the visual
appearance and spectrum of the precursor occurs when the
temperature of pyrolysis reached 300 �C. There is a signicant
decrease in the absorbance, which can be attributed to two
reasons, the loss of materials or/and a reduction of the IR mass
extinction coefficient. The variation in mass of the precursor
aer the thermal treatment is about 10%, this small difference
cannot justify the drop in absorbance observed in the IR spec-
trum. Besides, the IR mass extinction coefficient of insoluble
carbon materials is very sensitive to the internal structure and
to small changes in the morphology and agglomeration state of
the carbon. Recently, attenuation of the IR mass extinction has
been observed for carbonaceous materials produced by laser
pyrolysis, which results from the increase of the contents of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, mainly adsorbed on the
surfaces of the carbon grains.29 Then, the decrease in the IR
mass extinction coefficient for the sample treated at 300 �C is
assigned to the graphitization of the precursor to generate
nanoparticles with a graphitic core surrounded by an amor-
phous layer. The conrmation of the graphitization processes
by Raman spectroscopy was unsuccessful because the strong
uorescence emission of the CNP sample masks the expected D
and G bands. The FTIR spectrum of the puried nanoparticles
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 2 (a) Light absorption spectrum (red line) and photoluminescence excita-
tion spectra measured at the emission maximum values shown in Fig. 3b (black
lines). Inset: CNP light absorption spectrum in the range from 1.5 eV (210 nm) to
5.9 eV (800 nm). (b) Normalized fluorescence spectra of CNPs dispersed in THF
taken by increasing progressively the excitation wavelengths from 3.1 eV
(400 nm) to 2.1 eV (575 nm) every 25 nm.
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can be described in terms of absorptions from aliphatic carbon
chains with some oxygen and nitrogen functionalities, with
weak contributions from polyaromatic structures (for a
complete description see ESI†).

EELS results conrmed the composition of the CNPs to be of
a carbon based material with low content of heteroatom func-
tionalities. The EELS spectrum of the individual CNPs (Fig. S4,
ESI†) shows the C–K edge at 284 eV without other visible
signals. The N–K edge and the O–K edge are located at 401 eV
and 532 eV, respectively; no clear signals of N could be observed
in the EELS spectra acquired from different analyzed CNPs
although a very small oxygen signal could be present. These
results support the idea of the composition of the CNPs being
based mostly on carbon, even the amorphous shell layer.

The conventional NMR spectroscopy in liquid media is not
useful for the structural characterization of carbonaceous
materials because of the sluggish rotation movement of the
CNPs in solution and the fast spin–spin relaxation in the rigid
structure. Therefore, if a signal is observed, it should be
assigned to soluble molecular species and/or functionalities on
the surfaces of the nanoparticles.15,30 The 13C NMR spectrum of
the synthesized CNPs in d-chloroform shows signals in the
aliphatic region and it is not possible to detect any signals from
the sample at chemical shis higher than �35 ppm (Fig. S5,
ESI†). The NMR studies suggest, on one hand, that aromatic
and olenic soluble molecules are not present in the sample as
contaminants. On the other hand, it appears that the purica-
tion method allows separating the less oxidized part of the
sample.

The above spectroscopic data allow concluding that the
puried CNP samples can be described as carbonaceous
materials with the carbon atoms in sp2 and sp3 states, con-
taining few functional groups mainly derived from oxygen.
Fig. 3 (a) Energy values of the luminescence peak maximum and its corre-
sponding emission intensity obtained from Fig. 2b versus the excitation beam
energy. (b) Normalized photoluminescence excitation spectra measured at I:
2.94 eV (422 nm), II: 2.80 eV (442 nm), and III: 2.19 eV (567 nm).
3.3 Absorption and photoemission

Fig. 2a shows the light absorption spectrum of CNPs dispersed
in THF, where a strong optical absorption is observed in the UV
region at 5.29 eV (234 nm), and a shoulder at 4.08 eV (304 nm),
with an extending tail to the visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum. When the CNP concentration increases, the shoulder
disappears in the extended visible tail, which could indicate
some degree of aggregation at a high level of concentration.
Fig. 2b shows the steady state normalized emission spectrum of
CNPs taken at different excitation wavelengths, where it is
clearly noted that the emissionmaximum is strongly dependent
on the excitation wavelength. The energy at the emission
maximum moves from 3.01 eV (411 nm) to 2.06 eV (600 nm) as
the excitation energy decreases from 5.28 eV (235 nm) to 2.16 eV
(575 nm) producing a red shi of 0.95 eV (189 nm). On the other
hand, an emission quantum yield value of 12% wasmeasured at
355 nm excitation in THF (for calculation details see ESI†). This
value of emission quantum yield is in the range of other
carbonaceous nanoparticles reported in the literature.7,9,31

Fig. 3a shows the energy values of the luminescence peak
maximum and its corresponding emission intensity obtained
from Fig. 2b as a function of the excitation beam energy. Both the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
emission intensity and the emission energy maximum have an
abrupt change in their tendency aer the dispersion of CNPs is
excited at 3.46 eV (358 nm), which indicates that different
photochemical mechanisms are operative. The optical behaviour
suggests that the uorescence of CNPs is composed of a dual
emission, which is in agreement with the recent observations
made in temperature-dependent experiments. Yu et al. proposed
that the dual light photoemission of carbon dots is due to the
presence of both the carbogenic core and the surface molecular
uorophores.32 Then, an energy value of 3.46 eV, where the
change in the tendency of the emission maximum matches with
the maximum of the emission intensity (see the dotted line in
Fig. 3a), can be associated with a main operative state or with a
band gap. While the states below 3.46 eV can be assigned to the
surface states. In addition, it is observed that the uorescent full
width at half maximum (FWHM) also depends on the excitation
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7977–7983 | 7979
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energy. The FWHM continually decreases from 0.82 eV (130 nm)
to 0.42 eV (89 nm) when the CNPs are excited in the range of
3.8 eV (325 nm) to 2.75 eV (450 nm) respectively. This could
indicate that the emission with a narrower FWHM at low energy
can be associated with isolated sp2 domains (or traps).32,33

The optical behaviour of CNPs (Fig. 2) is similar to that
observed in other studies of carbon nanoparticles reported in the
literature.2 The optical characteristics of CNPs have been attrib-
uted to different mechanisms. H. Zhen et al. reported that
reduced carbon nanoparticles emit light with a maximum in the
blue region, while more oxidized particles emit in the green-red
region of the electromagnetic spectrum.31 Therefore, the
observed CNP emission maximum at 3.46 eV (358 nm) (see
Fig. 3a) indicates that the CNPs are in a reduced state, with a less
number of oxidized oxygen-functional groups, in agreement with
the results obtained by FTIR and EELS characterization.

Otherwise, the TEM studies show that the synthesized CNPs
are heterogeneous in size and shape. Therefore, a possible
explanation for the observed optical behaviour is associated
with the selective optical absorption and emission of nano-
particles with different sizes and forms. However, this inter-
pretation is not supported by previous studies in this area. For
example, there are reports on CNPs with different sizes (from
�1 to 60 nm), such as monodisperse carbon dots,34 particles
with narrow and wide diameter distributions,9,14,35 forms and
morphologies such as spheres,10,15 discs,10 and onions,21 diverse
chemical functionalities and characteristic of the surface (e.g.
hydrophilic, hydrophobic, functionalized, unfunctionalized)36

and all of them in general show an optical behaviour similar to
the one observed in Fig. 2a and b. Therefore, it is reasonable to
propose that at least for the CNPs synthesized in this work, the
carbon nanoparticles have a common feature, which is inde-
pendent of their form, size and surface chemistry, that rules
their optoelectronic properties.

The structure of the amorphous carbon is poorly dened and
until now, the Robertson's model has been the most referred and
successful.37 According to this model, the material consists of sp2

clusters embedded in the sp3 bonded matrix. The optoelectronic
properties of the amorphous carbon materials have been studied
for a long time. One of the interesting features of amorphous
carbon is its capability to exhibit strong photoluminescence
emission at room temperature. Reported studies showed that
amorphous carbon lms under determinate conditions have
similar luminescence behaviour to that observed for the CNPs in
this work (see Fig. 2).38,39 The photoluminescence of amorphous
carbon materials takes place at the spatially conned p–p*

states, which generate localized electron–hole pairs under exci-
tation. The variation of cluster sizes and local environment,
where the excited states are localized, produces changes in the
efficiency and emission energy of the recombination processes
for the electron–hole pair. For large clusters, the p–p* states are
delocalized and the non-radiative recombination of the electron–
hole pairs is dominant, while in small clusters the radiative
recombination occurs.38–41 For optical transitions inside of the
cluster containing sp2 carbon atoms, the electron–hole pair
connementmanifests as a resonance effect that can be detected
in the photoluminescence excitation spectrum. It has been
7980 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7977–7983
estimated that luminescence clusters, which allow the localiza-
tion and radiative recombination of the electron–hole pairs, have
a size of approximately one nm.38,39,41

The excitation spectra in Fig. 2a display two well-dened
peaks, one at �4.6 eV (270 nm) with a shoulder at 4.05 eV
(306 nm), and the other at �3.44 eV (360 nm), indicating that
there are some states with larger emission capability than
others. On the other hand, it is observed that the position of the
peak at 4.6 eV (270 nm) is not sensitive to the emission energy,
while the position of the lower energy peak changes noticeably
with the emission energy (see Fig. 2a and 3b). This particular
optical behaviour of the CNPs has been previously observed in
amorphous carbon lms.38–41 Keeping in mind that the
synthesized CNPs are formed from a crystalline core covered by
an amorphous carbon shell, it is reasonable to propose that the
amorphous shell, which is present in all the CNPs independent
of their size and shape, plays an important role in the photo-
emission behaviour or mechanism. The luminescence model
for amorphous carbon materials postulates that the photoex-
citation takes place inside the sp2 domain or clusters, which
behave as luminescence centres where the spatial connement
of electron–hole pairs takes place.38–41 In general, in the CNPs
three regions can be observed, the core formed by crystalline sp2

structures, a carbon amorphous shell and surface groups. The
existence of two identiable photophysical active centres in the
excitation spectra (see Fig. 2a) implies that there are two kinds
of sp2 clusters.32 In one group, the sp2 clusters are isolated from
each other and are not sensitive to the emission energy. They
can be identied with the crystalline core or more likely with the
molecular polyaromatic species isolated into the sp3 carbon
matrix of the amorphous shell. The second group is formed by a
distribution of sp2 clusters close enough to allow interaction
between them. The interacting clusters together with the
surface functional groups (minimized in this work) can produce
photostimulated charge and energy transfer dening the main
optical characteristic of CNPs observed in the visible region of
the electromagnetic spectrum. This highlights the role of the
amorphous shell in CNP optical properties and improves the
previously proposed model for carbon nanoparticles, where
the dual uorescence behaviour was attributed to the emission
from the core and the surface states.32
3.4 Electrochemistry

The electrochemistry of CNPs was studied to obtain informa-
tion about the electronic structure, band gap and band edge,
charge transfer process at the electrode interface and stability of
charged nanoparticles.

The cyclic voltammograms of the CNPs displayed poorly
dened waves corresponding to diffusion controlled electro-
chemically reversible processes (see Fig. S6, ESI†). This obser-
vation allows discarding adsorption of electroactive materials
on the electrode surface. The DPV of the same dispersion
(Fig. 4a) showed ve successive reduction and complementary
oxidation waves with a typical shape of reversible processes
involving stable negatively charged species at �1.43 V, �1.65 V,
�1.95 V, �2.12 V and �2.61 V.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 4 (a) DPV of CNPs dispersed in THF (0.1 mol L�1 TBAPF6). The red curve is the
DPV of the solution free of CNPs. (b) CNP spectrum of ECL emission at the Pt
electrode in THF containing 10 mM of BPO, obtained by cyclic square wave
excitation at 0.2 Hz between 0 and 2.8 V vs. Fc/Fc+.
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Nowadays a few electrochemical studies have been reported
for CNPs, carbon nanodiamonds and carbon onions;30,42,43 and
the origin of the redox properties observed is a matter of study.2

In general, CNPs can show the four possible electrochemical
behaviours described for metallic nanoparticles in the litera-
ture:44 bulk-continuum, quantized double-layer charging,
molecule-like and also, the signal ruled by redox active groups
present on the CNP surface such as quinones, lactones, ethers,
epoxides, esters, aliphatic amines, amides, among others.
Besides, it has been reported that CNPs can serve as excellent
electron donors and strong electron acceptors.2,42,43,45 In spite of
the numerous studies reporting the synthesis of CNPs using
electrochemical methods,44,46,48 there are only a few studies
addressing their redox properties.30,42

A careful observation of the DPV signal permits determina-
tion of the nature of the nanoparticle core charging process. The
DPV of CNPs (Fig. 4a) shows a region between the rst reduction
process and the anodic limit of the solvent where no voltam-
metric features are observable. Therefore, the mentioned vol-
tammetric characteristics exclude the possibility of associating
the electrochemical behaviour of CNPs with: (i) a bulk
continuum (voltammetric features are observed, Fig. 4a) and (ii)
a quantized double layer charging effect (an energy gap is
observed, Fig. 4a).44 The region in the DPV of the nanoparticles
where no voltammetric features are observable could indicate
the presence of a band gap, which is a typical electrochemical
behaviour of molecule-like nanoparticles.44 Thus, the rst
reduction processes (�1.42 V) can be assigned to the position of
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).46 Then, from
the optical gap (�3.5 eV), it is possible to estimate the energy
position of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).
The HOMO potential was estimated at �2.08 V vs. Fc/Fc+, a
value that is out of the electrochemical window for the sol-
vent/electrolyte where the nanoparticles are soluble. The
experimental impossibility to study the oxidation process for
CNPs does not allow determining a value of the electrochemical
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
band gap and further comparison with the optical band gap.
Although the functional groups have been minimized by the
purication procedure, remaining electroactive redox groups or
traps on the surface of the CNPs cannot be completely dis-
carded. However, Fig. 4a shows a pattern in the electrochemical
peaks where two separated doublets can be observed. This
regularly spaced current peak is characteristic of consecutive
single electron transfer events, which can be associated with
well-dened molecular orbitals, in agreement with a typical
electrochemistry of molecule-like nanoparticles.44

It has been established that the electrochemical behaviour of
nanoparticles is strongly dependent on their size and poly-
dispersity.44 To prove this, monodisperse metal nanoparticles
with different sizes have been studied. Only small and highly
monodisperse nanoparticles exhibit well-solved and regularly
spaced redox waves, including a central gap. However, the char-
acterizations showed that the CNPs synthesized in this work (see
Fig. 1) are amixture of a wide range of sizes and shapes excluding
soluble conjugated molecular species as impurities. Therefore,
the observed electrochemical behaviour of CNPs cannot be
interpreted as a function of sizes and geometric forms. Instead,
the electrochemical response could originate from a molecular
structure present in all CNPs independent of their size and
shape. The common structure present in all the CNPs is the outer
amorphous layer surrounding the fullerene-like multishell
nanoparticle core. In agreement with the conclusions reached in
the photophysical section, the electrochemical studies suggest
that the structure and chemical composition of the amorphous
carbon shell are very important to determine the optical and
electrical properties of CNPs. It should be noted that, at least for
the CNPs reported in this work, the origin of “molecular like
behaviour” could not be associated with a particle size-related
quantum connement effect. Probably the size, chemical
composition and spatial distribution of sp2 domains within the
amorphous outer shell control the observed behaviour. A similar
model has been proposed for graphene derivative materials
where it is suggested that the optoelectronic properties are
originated from the sp2 fragments embedded in a saturated
carbon two dimensional matrix (with LUMO–HOMO gaps within
0.9–5.8 eV) and the edge effect of polyaromatic rings.13
3.5 Electrogenerated chemiluminescence

The ECL is a useful tool for the analysis of optoelectronic
characteristics, because it allows correlating the CNP electro-
chemical and optical properties with the molecular structure.
The ECL is a process whereby species generated at electrodes
undergo high-energy electron transfer reactions to form excited
states that emit light. As it was mentioned in the electro-
chemical analysis, the HOMO potential of CNPs was estimated
at �2.08 V vs. Fc/Fc+, a value that is out of the electrochemical
window for the solvent/electrolyte where the CNPs are soluble.
Consequently, for CNPs, a cathodic coreactant must be used to
study the ECL properties. There are not many cathodic cor-
eactants soluble in THF, for this system, BPO was selected as the
coreactant.49 The ECL spectrum for the CNPs obtained in the
presence of BPO is shown in Fig. 4b. No ECL emission was
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 7977–7983 | 7981
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observed in the dispersion containing CNPs without BPO,
which indicates that the annihilation process between the
negatively charged particles and the oxidizing BPO radicals is an
ECL operative process. The ECL capability of the material is in
agreement with previous reports for similar systems.42,46,50 Until
now only a few examples of cathodic ECL have been observed.46

In order to obtain detectable light intensity, it was necessary to
apply a larger potential than the second CNP redox processes,
suggesting that the rst two negatively charged states of CNPs
are not ECL active. Taking into account that for CNPs the rst
reduction occurs at �1.42 V and the redox potential value for
the couple C6H5CO2_/C6H5CO2

� is larger than +1.5 V vs. SCE,49

the energy of the annihilation reaction between these species is
not enough to excite CNP particles with a 3.5 eV band gap. In
Fig. 4b is observed a maximum energy value of ECL emission at
2.35 eV, which is 0.50 eV red-shied compared with the pho-
toluminescence maximum shown in Fig. 3. This redshi cannot
be only associated with the insufficient energy from the anni-
hilation reaction between the BPO and CNPs. This fact can also
be assigned to a space distribution of the emission states in the
particle. Due to the nature of the ECL mechanism, it is expected
that the annihilation reaction between the coreactant and
negatively charged CNPs occurs on the particle surface. The
results suggest that the emission observed in the ECL spectrum
originates from the surface of the amorphous carbon shell,
where there are accessible sp2 domains and functional groups;
while the photoluminescence spectrum shows the emission
produced by the excitation of surface and bulk of the particle.
4 Conclusions

In summary, a synthetic procedure and a purication method
are reported which yield carbon nanoparticles that are insoluble
in water with a small number of surface functional groups. The
CNPs are polydisperse in size and shape. Based on the evidence
of change of the carbon atom hybridization in different regions
of individual nanoparticles, it was concluded that they have a
structure composed by a fullerene-like multishell surrounded
by an amorphous carbon layer. The nature of the electro-optic
properties was studied and correlated with the morphological
and chemical characteristics of the material. For the synthe-
sized nanoparticles, the results showed that the optoelectronic
behaviour could not be associated with nanoparticle size and
shape-related quantum connement effects. Instead, the
synthesized CNPs have an outer amorphous layer, the proper-
ties of which are independent of their particle form and size.
The mentioned outer amorphous layer may play an important
role in determining the optoelectronic properties of the nano-
particles. Future work focused on the amorphous outer shell of
CNPs will help to answer remaining open questions in the eld.
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